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Hi All,

Cover

Firstly my apologies for the time taken to get this issue out, lots of
excuses some even valid! – But I have managed to get this issue
actually published in July… Just – Next Issue Hopefully in August.
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DO’s Bit

I did have an excellent amount of articles –though in one case this
proved to be a bit of a hindrance! Lots of pictures in an article –
great… lots of pictures at full size in an article… bit of a problem!

Chairman’s Knock

On the left you can see Pete – on our recent trip to Humber boats –
there is a sub-committee looking at the possibilities for replacing
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The statistics for the year (see end of mag) show we are behind the
previous two years for the number of dives done, and currently there
are forms for only 3 more trips:
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2. 23/08/08 Farnes with Mike Flatt – 6 people signed up – which
makes it full for one boat – though he might be persuaded to
take the second boat if he can fill all the spaces
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Programme/Calendar

16/08/08 St Abbs (with Mike Flatt) – which is effectively full
( 9 signed up and a twosome as reserve)

A glimpse of Pete Woodcock,
who heads up our ‘Replacement
boat sub-committee’ on a
recent trip to Humber boats.
Is the strain of this position
starting to tell on Pete!

3. 10/9/08 The SIDON – from Weymouth with Neil Tomlin.
Plenty of spaces on this one – see Neil for details.
There are others in the calendar – but no forms yet! No doubt there
will of course be plenty of other smaller trips and the ‘Thursday Club’
is still well attended. But more diving can (and hopefully will) be done
before the end of the year.
Ian
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Topless Pictures on Page 3!

Some of the participants on the recent trip to Norway – Full report next month
The Expressions….? – Well they were waiting to be fed!

Diving Officer’s Bit
We did actually manage a short summer, although whilst writing
this, it’s pouring with rain.
We have now had a couple of very successful trips to Brixham at the
end of May and to Hope Cove in the middle of June. The Brixham
trip actually moved to Plymouth to find better Sea conditions.
Thanks to all the people who took part in arranging those trips
which got several trainees into the sea. I hope they enjoyed
themselves and are looking forward to more trips in the future.
Hope Cove proved particularly successful with new and improved
diving and accommodation facilities at Challaborough. Kath and
Rich did an excellent job of organising, and happily Rich’s wreck
recognition skills have been improved. I suppose I should not
mention such things, as I’m sure he will have by now compiled a
whole list of my errors.
Those of us who have been around the Club for a few years may
remember an Easter spent at Challaborough. As with many Easters
the weather was dreadful which precluded diving for most of the
time, but the problems with the weather paled into insignificance
where the accommodation was concerned. From a distance the
chalets looked good on a small site just above the bay.
The illusion was shattered when the door was opened. It was dryer
in the sea than inside the chalets, and the walls supported a whole
new previously undiscovered life form.
We still enjoyed ourselves though.

The boats have now been well tried and tested and have performed
extremely well.
In particular, the new layout of Skinny Dip has met with universal
approval. The alterations have given more space for kitting up, and
moving the weight forward has improved the handling and
seaworthiness of the boat.
The propeller has also been swapped on Lucky Dip.
We now use the 19” pitch propeller instead of the 17”. The pitch is
the theoretical distance that the propeller will travel through the
water for one revolution.
This has improved the efficiency of the engine, both in terms of
speed, and fuel economy, which is of course so important currently.
This improvement is a mystery. We have in the past tried 3 different
props including the 19”, and have also taken advice. In both cases,
the 17” prop came out on top.
However the proof of the pudding etc.
On the subject of the boats, please take great care when driving the
boats. Whilst we want everyone to spend as much time at the helm
as possible, if you are not confident of your ability at any time,
particularly when picking up divers or manoeuvring in tight areas
around harbours or rocks, get one of the approved diver coxswains
to stand alongside you or even take over. We have had a couple of
near misses recently. We don’t want a damaged boat to spoil a
weekends diving.
Nigel
Nigel

Chairman’s Knock

Nothing from Roger this month (again!) – but he sent the cartoon!
(I’ll need some copy for the next issue Roger? – I’ve run out of cartoons!)

The Volnay
You know you want it!!!
Well, another month, another dive trip! And a few more contenders for the award nobody wants.
A beautiful summers weekend saw a troop of divers travel down to
south Devon to fight it out for this prestigious award. First in was
the camper who never brought any eating utensils with him (but at
least he remembered to do his zip up – and no it wasn’t me). Next
came Barry kitting up only to ask ‘are my mask and computer there?
No? Must be in the car then! So not to be outdone I tried diving
without a weight belt – my buddy was wondering why I wasn’t joining
her at 6 metres!
Sunday brought even more contenders – with two very experienced
divers deciding they didn’t want to get their computers wet – so left
them on the boats (yes, you know who you are!). Barry had another
go at getting the award by flooding his torch. Meanwhile Mike went
one better and flooded his suit. For all you fashion conscious divers
– sling back boots in a drysuit do NOT allow for good buoyancy. This
was after getting through two sets of his regs and one borrowed suit hose.
I’m sure there are more stories out there just waiting to be told – so come on all you fellow sub-aquaholics, do your buddies
a favour and start dobbing!!
Rich Hall
Custodian of the Volnay
Email: rich.hall@sky.com

Maldives – May 2008-05-18

After 25 years of marriage Sue and I decided to go for a
special holiday this year –and to my great delight we not
only agreed on the Maldives but additionally booked a sixday unlimited diving package at the resort.
One of the first things we discovered is that there are
huge currents flowing all around these islands and all dives

(without exception) are classified as drift dives – even the
house reef was off limits at certain times, the currents
are additionally very unpredictable –some days going in one
direction and on other days in a different one. Before each
dive the guide would have to check the current so that the
boat crew would know more or less where to pick us up.
DSMBs are obligatory – and proved invaluable.

Those of us who used our air more sparingly surfaced a god
half an hour after less experienced divers and the average
dive time I achieved was close to one hour. Without the
marker buoys in choppy seas the boats could have
struggled to locate us! But on all of our dives everything
ran like clockwork
Dive computers are also obligatory– if you don’t have one
you have to hire one!

We were lucky that in this area sharks are still very
abundant and we encountered two species of resident reef
shark. White tips were found at a depth of around 25
metres while large black tips were in anything up to just
two metres – they are active even during the day and
seemed to particularly enjoy scaring all the surfers out of
the water. Small black tips were swimming round your feet
while you paddled and in large numbers!

Visibility at between 15 and 20 metres on a good day is not
up to the standard we have come to enjoy in the Northern
Red Sea – but it’s the plankton blooms that keep the
mantas happy!
Water temperatures were around 30°C and I found that I
was comfortable enough in just a t-shirt and swim trunks.
The semi-dry stayed on the boat! It also meant I was
diving with much less weight! The only time I got the semi
dry wet was when I did a night dive.
This was also the first time I took the Nikon D300 away
and I was really nervous about flooding or losing it!
Anyway – I managed 19 dives in all, including one night dive
on the house reef and the camera is still fully functional. I
got some decent pics – but still have much to learn about
how to get the best out of this equipment!

(Mind your toes – Ed)

This was part of a huge shoal of big eye trevally that were
circling just off the house reef at Huduranfushi island.
Unfortunately I had a telephoto macro lens loaded and
missed the big picture so to speak.

No shortage of morays including honeycomb and giant. This
big guy seemed to be asking to be stroked – but as I’ve
still got all my fingers you can see that the temptation was
resisted!

Titan triggerfish
have a worse
reputation for
attacking humans
than any shark – but
luckily only around
their nests in the
breeding season – so
I was quite safe

After this turtle spotted me it came in at speed. It either

thought that the dome port on my camera was a jellyfish
or it could see its reflection – anyway I had a real job
getting rid of it’s unwanted attentions – those jaws look
fairly dangerous close up.

This next picture gives some idea of the typical current– it
was hard to compose a photograph in these conditions!

Another anemone fish – the blue anemones were
particularly beautiful.

Happily nestled in his home

Especially as the 105mm macro hunts to lock focus even in
good lighting conditions!

Schooling banner fish – the posers!
This octopus was another poser – but after showing me
how many colours it change into it eventually decided to
disappear into the rocks. If I’d taken multiple exposures
I’m sure it would have been a different colour on each pic,

This small lion fish was photographed on a night dive – it
was difficult in the dark with a strong current, holding
onto rocks and a torch while trying to take pics with a
large DSLR rig – I’m amazed that anything came out at all!

Collared butterfly fish.
Harlequin sweetlips while not as numerous or easy to
approach as the oriental variety were impressive and
characterful.
This shot of a small shoal of oriental sweetlips was taken
with a 17-35 wide-angle lens

My favourite angelfish – the Emperor.

While this
was shot with
a 105mm
macro – too
powerful
really for
larger reef
creatures

Juvenile black snapper - with the 105mm

Blue striped snapper - taken with the 105mm macro

and here with the 17-35mm (at 17mm)

Powder blue tang

Spiny lobster – taken with the 105mm – he was hiding in his
cave

Collared Butterflyfish

Coral grouper
Big eye Trevally

Antheas

I love shoals of fish – there are about seven different
species in this yellow mob!

In summary The Maldives is an interesting place to visit
and the diving is good if you like lots (and lots) of drift
dives around reefs. Be careful of the dive packages
though! Unlike in Egypt they don’t include tank fills, boat
hire and all sorts of odd extras that add up considerably
by the end of the holiday.
It’s best to go all inclusive as once you arrive at your hotel
you’re like Robinson Crusoe and the private restaurants on
each island are very expensive!!!

If you really want to see lots of Whale sharks and mantas
then choose both location and the season very carefully!

Dave Goddard

Have you seen them?
If you have done some sea diving
around the UK, apparently you
should have seen plenty of Skates
and Rays. Last month there was an
article about an Albino Ray being
found in the Solent. Apparently
about 15 species of Skates or Rays
have been recorded around the
British Isles with 7 or 8 commonly
encountered.
They may be ‘commonly encountered’
but I don’t! remember seeing any of
these elegant creatures on any of
my coastal dives - have you seen
many (any) of them?
To help you identify any you may
have seen I’ve scanned this
identification chart from a leaflet
produced by the Sharktrust. (If you
want further information then have
a look at their website:
www.sharktrust.org
Ian Jennings

Stoney Cove 12 June 2008-06-28
This was my second outing since The Maldives and
I was itching to use my camera again.
Neil Calver was assigned to be my buddy and not
only was he very patient with me but his knowledge
of Stoney was critical in allowing me to get the
shots I did. We kept bumping into Bill Johnson – he
blamed me but I think he was just looking to get
his picture taken (you decide!)

Anyway – for the second and third dives of the day Neil
agreed to go on a pike hunt and not only did he find more
pike than I’ve ever seen before in one day but the pike
were in bold form – almost as keen to be photographed as
Bill!
Hopefully you’ll enjoy some of these pics.

DG

Members Dives 2008 – Towards The End of July 2008
Below is the chart of who has done what and it is good to see that Fran is (again) leading the way on the ‘time underwater’.
Not so good is the chart (next page) which shows that the total number of dives done (and reported) is unfortunately less than either of the previous
two years.

Ian Jennings - July 2008

